
Amazing Places are made possible through  
the generous support of our partners

Amazing Places History
The Amazing Places project began in 2010 
with the Fundy Biosphere Reserve and is now 
thriving in five of Canada’s UNESCO biosphere 
reserves in New Brunswick, Ontario, and British 
Columbia. The goal of the project is to shed 
light on the ecological significance of well-loved 
outdoor spaces and to inspire a new or renewed 
connection with nature.

What Are Amazing Places?
The Amazing Places project connects people with 
nature and helps residents and visitors experience 
a deeper appreciation of the natural wonders  
of the region. Each Amazing Place tells a unique 
story and takes you on a journey that you are 
bound to remember.

Following the do no harm model, Amazing Places 
are designated in publicly accessibly locations 
that can handle increased visitation. All Amazing 
Places were nominated by the public.

Amazing Places in the MABR
The Mount Arrowsmith Biosphere Region (MABR) 
inspires a positive future for all living species by 
facilitating collaboration, coordinating participatory 
research, and supporting environmental, social, 
cultural, and economic sustainability. Designated 
as a UNESCO biosphere reserve in 2000, the MABR 
spans over 2 kilometres from sea to sky, making  
it extremely rich in biological diversity.

Explore Amazing Places in 5 of  
Canada’s 18 UNESCO biosphere reserves

Visit the Mount Arrowsmith 
Biosphere Region’s ten Amazing 
Places and discover hidden magic 

that has captivated people  
for time immemorial.
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To see a detailed map of Amazing Places  
and Canadian biosphere reserves visit:

biospherecanada.ca/amazingplaces

mabr.ca/amazingplaces
#AmazingPlacesMABR

facebook.com/MountArrowsmithBR
twitter.com/MountArrowBR
instagram.com/mtarrowsmithbr
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To view a Google Maps version of the 
MABR Amazing Places map, please visit:  

mabr.ca/apmap

Experience 10 Amazing Places  
in the Mount Arrowsmith 

Biosphere Region. Adventure  
and inspiration await you!


